Alma Mater
by Louis Corson

Alma, our Alma Mater,
The home of Mountaineers.
Sing we of thy honor,
Everlasting through the years.
Alma, our Alma Mater,
We pledge in song to you.
Hail, all hail, our Alma Mater,
West Virginia “U.”
December 2019

Congratulations on reaching a life-changing milestone.

Hard work and perseverance have taken you far. But as the word “commencement” implies, your real journey is only now beginning.

Life is about finding your purpose and making sure your choices serve that purpose. Is your goal healing the sick? Inspiring others with your artistic vision? Shattering the status quo with the next high-tech innovation?

Whatever path you choose, Mountaineer determination will guide you to ever-higher summits.

The unique skills and strengths you honed here will drive you onward.

The hopes and goodwill of 200,000 other West Virginia University graduates will sustain you.

And your own inner calling will lead you to the perfect destination.

Your purpose is calling. Our world is waiting.

Let’s go!

Sincerely,

E. Gordon Gee
President, West Virginia University
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Information for Graduates and Guests

**AMBASSADORS AND VOLUNTEERS**
Student Ambassadors and University volunteers are available to assist you. Look for individuals wearing West Virginia University name tags.

**ACCOMMODATIONS**
If you made arrangements with the Office of Accessibility Services, please follow the instructions that were provided to you. If you did not make arrangements prior to Commencement, a staff member from the Office of Accessibility Services will be happy to assist you. Accessible seating is available on a first-come, first-served basis.

**COURTESY**
West Virginia University asks that guests remain in their seats. For the safety and security of the participants, guests are not permitted to approach the stage to take personal photos of, present gifts to, or congratulate the graduates. Air horns or other noise-making devices should not be used. Please turn your cell phone to “silent” and remember that graduates will remain with their class for the duration of the ceremony. Your cooperation is appreciated.

**DIPLOMAS**
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the West Virginia University Office of the University Registrar. Registration for graduation does not ensure that graduate names appear in this program, and this document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Participation in Commencement does not constitute graduation from West Virginia University. Students who have met the academic criteria required for their program of study will have their degree conferred by the University and will receive their diploma in the mail. Please contact the Office of the University Registrar at 304-293-5355 or registrar@mail.wvu.edu with questions.

**EMERGENCY INFORMATION**
In an emergency, event staff will guide guests and graduates to the nearest exit. If medical attention is needed, EMS is available to assist. Please seek out a Student Ambassador or other volunteer to assist you.

**FLORAL SALES**
Proceeds benefit West Virginia University’s Horticulture Club and Plant and Soil Sciences Club.

**LOST AND FOUND**
Please call 304-293-7132 to make inquiries about any lost and found items. Unclaimed items will be retained for 90 days.

**PHOTOGRAPHY**
West Virginia University contracts with GradImages to capture the special memories of Commencement. A photograph of each student will be taken as he or she crosses the stage. Graduates will be sent electronic copies of their photo proofs within 48 hours of their ceremony. All electronic communication will be private and secure and will be sent to the email address indicated by the graduate. Visit gradimages.com for complete information.

**SURVEY**
Following the ceremony, please take a moment to share your opinion of WVU Commencement. Your responses will be used to strengthen and shape future events: graduation.wvu.edu.

West Virginia University is a tobacco-free campus.
COMMENCEMENT 2019

Commencement Traditions

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY SEAL
The West Virginia University Board of Regents adopted the seal on June 15, 1869. The Regents’ original, handwritten resolution is located in the University Archives at the Wise Library. The Greek motto inscribed in the inner circle translates to: “Add to your faith virtue and to virtue knowledge.” The Latin verse inscribed on the outer circle translates to: “Seal of the West Virginia University. Established 7 February, 1867.” The hills depicted behind Woodburn Circle reflect the institution’s stability, and a rising sun indicates its prosperity.

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY MACE
The mace is a symbolic tradition that originated during the Middle Ages. The University Marshal brings this ornamental staff of authority to the platform and taps it three times to signify the beginning of the ceremony. It represents the official authority of the University president and precedes him or her during Commencement and inauguration.

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC REGALIA
The history of academic regalia worn today dates to the Middle Ages. The oldest universities of northern Europe evolved from ecclesiastical institutions where both faculty and students were regarded as part of the clergy and dressed in clerical garb. The head covering of modern academic costume was developed from the skullcap worn by the clergy in cold weather to protect their tonsured heads. At universities, this skullcap acquired a point on top, which gradually evolved into a tassel. The bonnet with tassel is still worn by some, but the mortarboard is more common.

The gown worn today evolved from the habit worn by Benedictine monks. No trimming is found on bachelor’s or master’s gowns, but for those holding doctoral degrees, the gown is faced down the front and trimmed on the sleeves with velvet.

Today’s hood is colored according to the scholarly field of the individual and bears the official colors of the institution that conferred the degree.

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL
The sequence of the processional is as follows: deans, degree candidates, faculty, platform party, honored guests, and University president.

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY MARSHALS
The tradition of academic marshals comes from storied English universities. The Grand Marshal is the chief protocol officer who coordinates the ceremonial traditions of Commencement, including the processional and recessional. The Grand Marshal is also responsible for the school’s relics, including the mace and batons. Marshals are typically members of the faculty. Student marshals may be selected to help facilitate individual ceremonies.

GRAND MARSHAL
Chad N. Proudfoot

UNIVERSITY MARSHALS
Kashy Aminian
Ilkin Bilgesu
Matthew Blommel
Clifton Bishop
Jessica Bishop
Damien Clement
Amy Fiske
Aaron Gale
Robert Gerbo
Margaret Glenn
Lora Graves
Joe Hagan
General McArthur Hambrick
Mark Jerabek
Hillard Klandorf
Kevin Larkin
Michael McCawley
Marjorie McDiarmid
Susan Morgan
Joy Maramba
Graham Peace
Jeffrey Petersen
Susan Pinto
Charles Ponte
Jessica Queener
Andrew Shiemeke
Mary Strife
Gary Winn
Born and raised in Charleston, WV, Nesha founded UG Apparel shortly after graduating from WVU with a degree in finance and economics. She was inspired to create her company during her many trips across the country as a WVU varsity cheerleader, where she noticed a lack of feminine appeal in WVU logoed clothing, and saw an opportunity to introduce fashion to the collegiate apparel market.

After graduating, Nesha worked as a financial analyst in Pittsburgh, while also building UG Apparel. Before long, she pursued her true passion for collegiate fashion and left her finance job to attend top design school Parsons, The New School for Design in New York City, and went on to receive an AAS degree in Fashion Marketing.

In 2009, Nesha received her first university licensing contract and since then has become a force in the women’s sports licensed apparel industry, growing her brand to include 250 university licensing contracts. In 2019, UG Apparel acquired women’s apparel company, chicka-d. UG Apparel and chicka-d have offices in West Virginia, Chicago and Texas.
Order of Exercises

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY COMMENCEMENT
December 21, 2019 | 10:00 a.m. | West Virginia University Coliseum

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL Brett Miller
MASTER OF CEREMONIES Bill Nevin
*NATIONAL ANTHEM Katie Martin
*ALMA MATER Katie Martin
WELCOME E. Gordon Gee
President
West Virginia University
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS Nesha Sanghavi
Owner and President
UG Apparel and chicka-d
SIMPLE GIFTS Katie Martin
PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES Maryanne Reed
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
West Virginia University
Eberly College of Arts and Sciences
John Chambers College of Business and Economics
Reed College of Media
CONFERRAL OF DEGREES E. Gordon Gee
*COUNTRY ROADS
RECESSINAL Brett Miller

* Please stand.
Doctor of Philosophy

August 2019

**CHEMISTRY**
- Trina Marie Perrone
- Yu Zhang

**COMMUNICATION STUDIES**
- James Patrick Baker
- Evan Robert Watts

**ENGLISH**
- Beth Ann Staley

**GEOGRAPHY**
- Danny J. Bonenberger
- Fang Fang

**GEOLOGY**
- Rawlings Akondi Nkerh
- Yixuan Zhu

**HISTORY**
- Paul Brenard Chiudza Banda
- Lindsey McNellis

**LIFE-SPAN DEVELOPMENT**
- Jonathan Joseph-Kelly Stoltman

**MATHEMATICS**
- Timothy Shawn McCarty
- Martin Andrew Storm

**PHYSICS**
- Theodore Scott Lane
- Gihan Uthpala Panapitiya
- Cabot Zabriskie

**POLITICAL SCIENCE**
- Samuel Kofi Darkwa
- Kara Anne Fisher

**PSYCHOLOGY**
- Cameron Grant Ford
- Brittany Kay Liebsack
- Ellen Mary Manegold
- Lauren Borduin Quetsch
- Kristen Ross Trexler

December 2019

**BIOLOGY**
- Hari Bahadur Chhetri
- Mark Perfetto
- Apoorva Ravi Shankar

**CHEMISTRY**
- Albert Walton Pilkington IV
- Jessica Ann Rogers

**GEOGRAPHY**
- Kristen Katherine de Graauw
- Park McMillan Muhonda

**GEOLOGY**
- Keithan Garrett Martin
- Mitzy Leigh Schaney

**HISTORY**
- Nerissa Kalee Aksamit
- Tamara Denmark Bailey

**MATHEMATICS**
- Ismahan Dhaw Ahmad Ali Binshati
- Osama Amhamed Elnsarr

**PHYSICS**
- Adam Joseph Payne
- Amy Elizabeth Sardone
- Robbyn Brent Trappen

**POLITICAL SCIENCE**
- Jeffrey Christopher Moss

**PSYCHOLOGY**
- Matthew Leland Eckard
- Nicholas J. Felicione
- Julie Ann Lutz
- Jennifer M. Owsiany
- Benjamin Dylan Thomas

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Arts

COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Emma Reid Marie Caldwell
Aaron Patrick Colhouer
Kaelyn Alyssa Cowan
Clayton Duane Evans
Molly Elizabeth Farrell
Bryce Elliott Fordyce
Kelly Lynn Guthrie
Lauren Milissa Hepworth
Annamarah Scott Hopkins
Aaron Wesley Johnson
William Thomas Kinney
Shelby McClure
Julie Margaret Miller
Matthew Jay Mullin
Brenna M. Orr
Danielle Marie Paulk
Erin Claire Shelton
Ashleigh Cennaire Swain
Lavonda Enjoli Taylor
Jordan Abriana Wallace
Mckenzie Allysa Weese
Koji Brandon Yoshimura

GEOGRAPHY
Brandyn Balch
Evan Michael McWreath
Bethani Turley

HISTORY
Ian S. Cook
Savannah Glasenapp Rose

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Joshua Jay Huffman

December 2019
COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Jane Ellen Bacilio
Benjamin Chambers
Taylor Alexandra Daugherty
Michael David Fox
Mark Allen Grimm
James Rubin Harrell
Allison Suzanne Horner Hill
Alexa Rae Mapstone
Julian Miller
Taylor Lashay Mitchell
Michael Molinari
Leona Allene Mynes
Scott Thomas Phillips
Clayton Allen Seldomridge

ENGLISH
Taylor Rockwell

GEOGRAPHY
Amanda E. Adams
Morgan Lane Leef
Christine Elizabeth Witt

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Abdullah Ali A Asiri
Andrew Lyle Trimble

WORLD LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
Shannon V. Ballard
Anis Binti Huszainey

Master of Fine Arts

December 2019
CREATIVE WRITING
Kacey Ingram

Master of Legal Studies

August 2019
Matthew Butler

December 2019
Destiny Dianne Combs
Daniel Anthony Cuiffi
Catherine Nicole Greder
Illycia Kemp-Ferebee
Master of Public Administration

August 2019
Lauren Kennell
Ian Anthony Kilwein
Melanie Marie McIntire
Jeremy A. Mitchell

December 2019
Ryan J. Marshall

Master of Science

August 2019
FORENSIC AND INVESTIGATIVE SCIENCE
Cameron T. Hartwig
Veronica Herrmann

GEOLOGY
James Desmond Beech
Bertrand Paul Gaschot
Jackson Bentley Jakeway

MATHEMATICS
Muftah M. Ahmed Elhasi
Wesley Cole Neill

PHYSICS
Purna Prasad Paudel

PSYCHOLOGY
Michaela Sue Reardon
Baris Sevi
Floyd Franklin Steele III
Catherine Williams

STATISTICS
Veronicah Kanungui Mokaya

December 2019
BIOLOGY
Danielle Leigh Dillon-Seeger

FORENSIC AND INVESTIGATIVE SCIENCE
Kayla Moran Becks
Nicholas Alexander Haas
Alice Hyun Kim
Taylor Koepfler
Colby Edward Ott

MATHEMATICS
Jose Miguel Bohorquez
David Anthony Buch
Ziyad Mohammed Busaif
Gargi Roy
Jiao Xu

PHYSICS
Kshitij Aggarwal
Joseph William Kania
Logan L. Lang
Haley Megan Wahl
Caitlin Adair Witt

PSYCHOLOGY
Amber Lynn Billingsley
Jerin Lee
Alaina Grace Tiani
Michael Steele Yencha

Master of Social Work

August 2019
Amanda Ann Colby Algee
Katherine Lynn Livingston
Katy Alisse Spraggins

December 2019
Joseph Stuart Randall II

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Arts

August 2019

ANTHROPOLOGY
  * Kari Leigh Fontana
  †*** London Maribel Orzolek

BIOLOGY
  * Kari Leigh Fontana
  Danielle Marie Matthews
  Jackie Elaine Mullins
  Haley Ann Norman
  Keri Lakin Shetler
  Farhaan Abdullah Syed

COMMUNICATION STUDIES
  * Dalal Habib Alshehabi
  Amanii L’Neil Brown
  Rachel Nicole Carlton
  Nicholas Alton Clay
  * Ariana Lynn Cook
  Meredith Ann Finan
  Haley Shay Growden
  Logan O’Rourke
  ** Monica Fallon Polon
  Giselle Marie Rubin
  David Zachary Sampson
  * Carae Alexis Wagner

CRIMINOLOGY
  Kelly Nicole Elias
  Steven Arthur Gordon
  Aurora Beth Harper
  Rebecca Diane Hastings
  Jacob G. Hedrick
  Joseph Raymond Irlinger
  Jamie E. Larter
  Zachary John Lyons
  Madeline Bernadine Mulholland
  ** Rae Elizabeth Page
  Tyquan Jared Roach
  Morgan Ann Sachs
  Parker Jeffrey Smith
  Jasmine Victoria Warner
  Camille Woodard

ECONOMICS
  Kimberly Dawn Coleman
  Robert Henry Wooldridge III

ENGLISH
  Nathaniel William Bernardi
  Braxton Maxwell Lewis
  Preston Ryan Turner
  Brooklynn A. Weaver

ENVIRONMENTAL GEOSCIENCE
  Carter James MacDonald

GEOGRAPHY
  Aaron Michael Arrington
  William Jay Schindler

HISTORY
  †*** Marissa Ann Davis
  Stephen Ferucio DeCarolis
  John Joseph Zekan

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
  * Thais Irene Bagtatis

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
  Michael R. Aguilar
  *** Lawrence Salvatore Georgiana II
  Emma Janette Harris
  Donovan Arden Kelly
  Isaac Ijeoma Obioma
  Morgan Paige Pauley
  Benjamin Sheridan Robinson
  Allyson Elizabeth Ugland
  Cynthia J. Washabaugh

PHILOSOPHY
  Christopher Jordan Everson

POLITICAL SCIENCE
  Isam Mohammed Barakat Alibrahim
  Abdulmohsen Yahya Alshaya
  Kathleen Elisabeth Capuano
  Cody Jared Everson
  Brianna Joy Lynn Greer
  Lauren Elizabeth Karwatske
  Donovan Arden Kelly
  Sierra Marie Kovich
  Matias Francisco Morales

PSYCHOLOGY
  * Ariana Lynn Cook
  Kyndra Michelle DeWitt
  Jonathan Francis Gonzalez
  Erika Nicole Hunter
  Amanda Joyce Karrenberg
  Mary Catherine Kears
  * Kathryn Anna Lavenderie
  Madeline Bernadine Mulholland
  Patrick Paul Roach
  Keana Roby
  Justin Thomas Singh
  Eric Joseph Smith
  Nadira Sutton
  Jasmine Victoria Warner

REGENTS BACHELOR OF ARTS
  Patrick Biondo
  Caroline Jane Bohach
  Samantha Dawn Bolyard
  Jennifer Lou Booth
  Erin Blair Brown
  Joe Petaia Brown
  James Matthew Burton
  Christopher Rocco Cerbo
  Kimber Kay Clinton
  Cheyenne Marie Cowell
  * Russell G. Doerr Jr.
  ** Mack Elliff
  Rachel Rose Figueroa
  Christopher Edward Foster
  Michael Thomas Greene
  Christopher Matthew Haines
  Brian Hale
  Bria Marie Harris
  ** Patricia Eileen Howell
  ** Michael Angelo Isola
  Rebecca Michaela Karr
  Kyle David Keesler
  Jessie Marie Knoll
  Bryce Vincent Leach
  Carrie Lynn Maddox
  Emily Kate Malcomb
  Sara Matzek
  ** Bonnie Jo McCauley
  Ashley Marie McCown
  Alexander John Merchbaker
  Michael Edward Mullins
  *** Roger Odell Mullins
  Jessica Lauren Murphy
  Shanyak Marie Payne
  Michael Masaki Pentony
  Jacqueline Lynn Propst
  Corey Joe Ratliff
  Tracie Lynn Ringler
  James Cameron Rollins
  * Teresa Bushong Royston
  Robert Glenn Saffel
  Angela Michelle Szemore
  Benjamin Thompson
  * Katlyn Sierra Tracey
  ** Baydn Mikal Waller
  ** Sherry Renae Weaver
  Monica Wolford

SOCIOLOGY
  Kristian Harry Gable
  Nadira Sutton

* Cum Laude           ** Magna Cum Laude          *** Summa Cum Laude          † University Honors
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Arts (continued)

**WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES**
†*** London Maribel Orzolek
* Hannah Kathryn Ross

**WORLD LANGUAGES, LITERATURES AND LINGUISTICS**
*** Lawrence Salvatore Georgiana II
Joshua Alexander Montoya
* Natalie Pillion
Hannah Jebichi Williams

December 2019

**ANTHROPOLOGY**
Aisling Ember Hilling

**BIOLOGY**
Katie Ann Coburn
Rikki Savanna Short
Courtney Rose Zavarella

**CHEMISTRY**
* Abbey Elizabeth Cottrill
*** Sarah Marie Spencer

**COMMUNICATION STUDIES**
Alejandro Adaos
Kacey Rosalia Albino
Emilee Taylor Austin
Georgia Clare Baldus
* Brooke Danielle Bucklew
Nicholas Toby Capozzoli
Lindsay Elizabeth Hemmerich
Ross Harrison Inselberg
Thomas Michael McNell
Norbert Piotrowski
Mackenzie Marie Robinson
Ciaran Spencer Salas
* Spencer Damian Setcavage
Kenny Curtis Stewart

**CRIMINOLOGY**
Ali Rae Bauer
†** Ashley Marie Beighley
Olivia Lynn Benevento
Jerome Bernard Brown Jr.
Mark Joseph Carducci
Zachary J. Coleman
Ian Michael Cox
*** Steffani Lynn Cummins
Holly Dawn D’Angelo
Zachary Ryan DeFrank
Carly Ann Diener
Breanna Nicole Eyles
William James Fenton Jr.
James Gouldman
** Michael Drum Hellstern

**ECONOMICS**
** Sarah Alway
Rebecca Anne Broadman
Dylan Anthony Monroe

**ENGLISH**
Hanna Maitland Andrews
Victoria Bedick
Savannah Nicole Carr
Diana C. Cayton
Liam Joseph Glass
Thomas Gleeson
* Gerica Lindsey Hose
†** Jessica Joan Kambara
Hannah Jae McCall
* Ida Irene Miller
** Sara Madison Moore
Shana Renee Reed
** Natalie Sage
** Kirsten Jenna Swales
*** Cassidy Rebecca Zang

**ENVIRONMENTAL GEOSCIENCE**
Chad Ryan Abel
Muhanad Mahmood Alsuwaidi
Walter Osborne Johnson III
Scott Paul Sexton
Aaron Vaughn Tolson

**GEOGRAPHY**
Patrick Dylan Friend
† Virag Martin
Noah Patrick O’Brien
** Brianna Robin Paul
Michael Jamal Pinkney
Joey Dwayne Poyner

**HISTORY**
** Tyler Joseph Charpentier
Kellie Justine Dionne

**INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES**
Wrenna Merle Aiolié Dorrer
* Luke Andrew Rowsey

**INTERNATIONAL STUDIES**
Wrenna Merle Aiolié Dorrer
Eliza Sojourner Brown
†*** Clara Jo Haizlett
Amanda Christine Mercedes
** Brianna Robin Paul
Morgan Alexandra Skaggs
†** Madeline Grace Walker

**LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES**
* Kassandra Alana Colón

**MATHEMATICS**
Yiruo Jiang

**PHILOSOPHY**
** Nathan Akshay Joseph

**POLITICAL SCIENCE**
* Lujain Mohammed Al Otaibi
Michael Shawn Alford Jr.
Lucas Scot Blankenship
Mia Rosalee Del Borrello
Courtney Marie Dobbs
Michael Allen Eskridge
John Norman Fettie III
Sophia Rose Hogg
* Jenna Renee Hollingsworth
† Erica Lynn Howell
*** Omosede Ibaror
* Blake Andrew Jacobs
†*** Connor Gordon LaCount
Robert Douglass Macom Jr.
Abbas Ali Mahar
Timothy Thaddeus Malloy
Katie Marie McFadden
Dylan Anthony Monroe
Angelina Victoria Mullon
†*** Travis Daniel Nupp
Leonardo Aldair Sanchez
Natalino De Jesus Soares
Cameron Robert Stoops

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next to last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Arts (continued)

** Greyson Cole Teets
†* Shelby Renea Turley
†** Madeline Grace Walker

** PSYCHOLOGY
  ** Erin Lynn Brancheau
  Rebecca Anne Broadman
  Samuel David Chittum
  Dominique Lena Costantini
  Hannah Faith Coster
  †* Roma Bailey Dixon
  †*** Jessica Mary Durann
  * Mariah Ashley Faulkenberry
  Trey Daniel Faulkner
  †*** Lauren P. Giesler
  Bethany Grace Heberling
  *** Sydney Rae Leatherman
  ** Jessica Lisi
  Katherine Joan Meredith
  * Logan Grant Minnix
  Madison Taylor Moore
  Haley Danielle Neal
  Bryce Alan Prueitt
  Cassidy Althea Ruggiero
  † Natalie Sage
  * Julia Mary Scheuttig
  Alyssa Michelle Seno
  Alexandra Laurel Shears
  Jaelyn Michelle Tuck
  Amber Rachel Lynn Turley
  *** Stephanie Ryan Weber
  Quantaziah Capri Williams

** REGENTS BACHELOR OF ARTS
  Isaac Adu-Antoh
  Andrew John Amato
  Thomas Patrick Anderson
  Christopher Brian Arthurs
  Sarah Averill
  Robin Ann Badgley
  Walter David Baker Jr.
  Mackenzie Nicole Barker
  Mark Evan Barnes
  Morgan Cierra-Linn Bauer
  Gregory Kenneth Belcher
  Sydney Lauren Bias
  Anna Elizabeth Blake
  Robert Allen Blevins
  Daniel Joseph Boros II
  Tyler Rex Bowman
  Michael Gregory Brazeau
  Beau Oscar Bredberg
  Daniel Brummage
  Logan Nathaniel Burch
  Eric Butler
  Lonnie C. Carpenter
  Kelsey Lee Carter
  Lindsay Marie Clynes
  Matteo Anthony Collett
  Chase Dextrel Croasmun
  * Zachary James Cromie
  Tara Danielle Danko
  Amanda Lynn Deitz
  * Coty Ray Dennen
  Noel Devine
  Jonathan Andrew Dower
  ** Alexander Michael Eckhart
  *** Kisstaman Dean Epps
  Drew Warren Fenton
  Patrick Thomas Fernandez
  John Matthew Fiano
  Andre Fisher
  Erin Fonash
  Myles Andersen Forsyth
  Kristen Abbe Franzeim
  Amir Furman
  Terence Garvin
  Robert Christopher Gepford
  Christina Marie Gerard
  Taylor Rae Gilliflen
  Amy Nichole Grimm
  Matthew Alan Hall
  Chase Hardway
  Nicholas Dillon Harpold Sr.
  Russell A. Haughton-James
  Samantha Rose Hauser
  Robert Heron
  Adam Jude Herrick
  Britaney E. Hight
  Zachary Ryan Hill
  ** Ryan Christopher Hooker
  Dean Patrick Horton
  Kasey Leigh Hull
  Samantha Michelle Huston
  Terra Latoya Jeffries
  Antonio Douglass Jenkins
  Benjamin Tyler Johnson
  Phillip Avery Jordan
  Ellis Ashton Lambert
  Allie Lynne Lambert
  Christopher Paul LeBorious
  Jack Richard Leftridge Jr.
  James Benjamin Litten
  Malik Karim Lomax
  Chelsea Leigh Lopez
  Thomas Ian Lyall
  Katiann Marshall
  John Edward McAllister
  *** Morgan A. McCardell
  Joshuaah Creig McCaulay
  Meghan Ella Anne McCoil
  Caitlin Dent McCorkle
  Daniel Jonathan McMaster
  Robert John Mills III
  Priscilla Ellen Minter
  Lindsay Brooke Moore
  Connor James Moran
  Olivia Madison Morrison
  McKena Elizabeth Munson
  Megan Diane Murphy
  Adam Jared Nagel
  * Heidi J. Napier
  Raymond Allen Parrack Jr.
  Ann Marie Parsons
  William Edward Perkins
  Onyx Janelle Redman-Thomas
  Vicki M. Regiec
  Jordon Alexander Robinson
  Dustin Kennedy Robinson
  Daniel Andres Rodriguez-Correjier
  * Melissa A. Roseberry
  John Andrew Rothenburg
  Jonathan David Ruehl
  Anthony Ruiz Velez
  Kristin Rumble
  Peggy Ann Runyon
  Jean Rubens Saintel
  Joseph Patrick Sarsfield
  Jackson Sayre
  Britainay Sue Schmid
  Kimberly Marie Schroeder
  Jennifer Joy Schwant-Gayle
  Kaitlin Paolina Scoffone
  Henry Charles Sherman III
  Lauren Mary Siegfried
  Dylan Russell Smith
  Jered Leo Smith
  Tyler William Smith
  Sharmille Danita Smith
  Lara Schermock Smith
  Atalie Ann Snow
  Michael Nguyen Southern
  Daniel Thomas Sparagna
  *** Jonathan Shea Stankus
  Rachel Holland Stasi
  Rebecca Sue Stevens
  Margaret Diane Stone
  Angela Strahl
  Ashley Ann Tennant
  Ashley Thomas
  Connie Sue Turner
  Julietta Vogt
  Joseph Raymond Volzer
  Chandler Edward Weber
  Spenser Wempe
  Cyndal Marie Wharton
  Anthony Bishop White
  Jeffrey Todd Whitlow Sr.
  Taylor Stephanie Williams
  Rebecca Lee Williams
  Chase Anthony Woody
  Sarah Marcella Youger

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Arts (continued)

RELIGIOUS STUDIES
** Nathan Akshay Joseph

SOCIOLOGY
Paige Ashby Mendzela

SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
Rafeqa Haji

WOMEN'S AND GENDER STUDIES
Benjamin Barnes
* Kassandra Alana Colón
* Kendal Lynn Currey

Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

August 2019
Ashley Laine Atkinson
Danielle S. Bittinger
Kayla Marie Bonner
* Hayleigh Marie Bradley
Maria Anna Brown
William Heath Burgess
Brandon Jason Butler
Adam Scott Cantagallo
Morgan Elizabeth Carr
Payton Taylor Cole
Justice Wells Courrier
Addison Besso Fink
Nicholas Scott Fogel
Isaiah William Hardy
Wesley Jamero Harris
John Milton Holcomb
John France Lloyd Klein
Sara Elizabeth Martin
Joseph McGahran III
Samuel Bartley McNally
Corey James Miller
Chezaray Nese
David Charles Peters
Charles Bernard Pugh III
Tristen Cameron Reid
Kylie Paige Sarrett
Hannah Jo Shipley
Terrell Simmons Jr.
Rachel Cecilia Stone
Rex Masamori Sunahara
William Michael Taylor
Brandi Monique Terry
Carter James Walburn
Keith O'Bryon Washington II
** Renee Suzanne Winters

December 2019
Sean Michael Allison II
Dylan James Bowers
Connor Alexander Bragg
Kenneth Kavon Brewer
Nathan Joseph Brooks
Kadeisha Sherrie-Shirley Buchanan
Brian Shea Campbell
*** Susan Jane Copenhaver
*** Taylor Lee Cosper
Christopher Andrew Disney
Eric Finch
Devonte Phillip Gordon
Gillian Marie Hanbury
Jovani Lee Haskins
Lauryl Elizabeth Hassen
Summer Marie Hendrix
Kaitlyn Aryn Hutchings
Hayley Layne Johnson
Moersha Lasandrale Johnson
Alianna Jheshea Logwood
Garrett Anthony Mann
Jordan Nicole Mathes
John Henry McCrossan
Keegan Elijah Moore
Owen Mark Mysiwy
Lucas James Natale
James Baldwin Nucci
David Matthew Petrutti
Martell Pettaway
Barbara Elaine Ruziska
Victoria Nichole Sakelos
Zachary Thomas Sandwisch
Karina Leigh-Ann Shreve
Yolanda Kay Simpson
Taylor Ashley Sisk

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science

August 2019

**BIOLOGY**
- Rand Al-Fatlawi
- Fatemah F R M Ali
- Dalal Habib Alshehabi
- Kaitlyn Elisa Atkins
- **Nico Scott Brown**
- Tristan Anthony Cornett
- Tiffany Amber Gaydosh
- Sophie Theresa Georgel-Walz
- Adly Noore
- Taylor Christine Saurborn
- **Alexandria Paige Young**

**GEOLOGY**
- * Mohammed Ahmed A Algharrash
- Trevor A. Byers
- Cody Bryan Dunlap
- Nickolas Andrew Fair
- Caroline Ashley Hamrick
- Joseph Corey Lilly
- **Andrew Tyler McGrady**
- Taylor Alexis Plunkett
- Jared Thomas Rice
- **Catherine Jean Steck**
- Joseph Vicente Trevino

**MATHEMATICS**
- Adly Noore

**PSYCHOLOGY**
- Amanda Dawn Aldridge
- Samantha Jo Aretz
- Dominick Vincent Cima
- Sophie Theresa Georgel-Walz
- Shannon Marie Golas
- Bernardine Kwan
- Caitlin Irene Rhoades-Zagorski
- Andrew William Swain
- Benjamin Jae Lee Ward

December 2019

**BIOCHEMISTRY**
- †*** John Paul Bard
- †*** Katherine Faith Carpenter
- †*** Madison Paige Cooper
- †* Megan Crumlish
- Matthew James Dombrowski
- Robert Elliott Hickey
- Emily Jane Hummel

**BIOLOGY**
- **Nawaf Saad Alazemi**
- * Yousef Meteib Almutairi
- * Mohammed Muthana Alrifai
- * John Mark Bacho II
- Emily Elizabeth Bell
- **Jeremy Christen Cutlip**
- †*** Marlee Ann Dinterman
- Matthew Joseph Green
- John William Hageter
- * Gabrielle Nicole Harrah
- Bailey Glenn Johnson
- **Mathew James Kahn**
- *** Alexis Louise Kibe
- * Haroon Latif
- †*** McKenzie Lynn Livengood
- * Callum Thomas McGrath
- Deborah Means
- Nicholas D. Miller
- ** Shrey N. Patel
- ** Gabrielle Rose Portillo
- ** Saim Rana
- Catherine Michelle Rondy
- ** Farzaan Salman
- Sarah Ellen Stone
- Dylan Bowen Sunzeri
- * Joshua Lawrence Taylor
- †*** Elyssa Zicha
- Ashley Nicole Zink

**CHEMISTRY**
- †* Abby Christine Hall
- Gregory Arthur Moore

**FORENSIC AND INVESTIGATIVE SCIENCE**
- †** Ashley Marie Beighley
- Ryne Aaron Gade
- †* Abby Christine Hall
- Deborah Means

**GEOLOGY**
- Ahmed Ibrahim Said Al Isaii
- Mohammed Khalid AlAbdulqadir
- Abdullah Saleh Almutlaq
- Ryan Keith Anders
- Tyler Scott Baylor
- Ryan Thomas Cox
- **Rakan Ehab Khattab**
- * Charlotte Elise Lilly
- Selamuela Raisibe Makumbila
- Ahmed Ali Mohsen
- Logan Tyler Sayres
- Erik Von Schlobohm
- Emma Brooke Steorts
- Jonathan Michael Sutphin
- Stephen Joseph Veschi
- Andrew Michael Vicini
- Joseph Donald Wheeling

**INDUSTRIAL MATH AND STATISTICS**
- †** Dustin Aaron Freeman
- †*** Brannon Nathaniel Jones
- *** Yesung Kweon
- †*** Myranda Marie Murphy

**MATHEMATICS**
- †*** Kenneth James Sible

**PHYSICS**
- Tessa M. Maynard
- * Callum Thomas McGrath
- †*** Kenneth James Sible

**PSYCHOLOGY**
- Hannah Nicole Amick
- * Regina Marie Biafore
- Jacob P Blankenship
- Jesslyn Eileen Bounds
- ** Cassidy Chyanne Bowling
- * Adam Joseph Carr
- Alexandra Marie Davis
- * Gabrielle Nicole Harrah
- * Danielle Alexandra Kisner
- †*** Kathleen Ann Koval
- Marianna Rose Mergler
- Destiny Tierra Noel
- ** Gabrielle Rose Portillo
- Alexandra Nicole Rundle
- Sierra Desiree Sells
- *** Savanna Valera Sparks
- Brishi Anamrita White
- Ashley Nicole Zink

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Certificate

August 2019

** Applied Statistics
   Fang Fang

Cultural Resource Management
   Savannah Glasenapp Rose

Global Mountaineers
   Caroline Ashley Hamrick
   Kareem Khiami
   *** London Maribel Orzolek

December 2019

Community Development Policy and Practice
   Michael Story Neimeyer
   Lauren Moffitt Prinzo
   David Roberts
   Dana Danielle Wright
Doctor of Philosophy

August 2019

ACCOUNTING
   Erlina Papakroni

ECONOMICS
   Iuliia Chikish

FINANCE
   Jingrui Li

MANAGEMENT
   Huaizhong Chen

Master of Arts

August 2019

ECONOMICS
   Arijit Ray
   Shishir Shakya

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Business Administration

August 2019

Joanna Danielle Boggs
Lisa Lynn Brown
Christopher Lee Campbell
Grant Jasper Campbell
Marcia Celeste Carroll
Michael Christopher Cleaves
Matthew James Coleman
Dale Gene Darlington II
Erin Nicole Donley
Joy Robyn Edwards
Ashlee Dawn Fitch
Michael Francis Jacobyansky
Courtney Brooke Jones
Craig Alan Kelly
Jaime Darren Larsen
Michael Anthony Lemus
Danielle Arline Deshong
Dillon Zane Mohr
Dayne Monsel Mullins
Joshua Michael Phares
Samantha Jo Pretzel
Giulianna E. Rawls
Amber Nicole Salerno
Brenton A. Sandolfini Sr.
Tyson Michael Sears
Matthew John Sencindiver
Bradley Preston Smoak
Nathan Gregory Sypolt
Joseph Drew Taylor
Dakota S. Toler
Garrett Scott Ueltschy
Jordan Tanner Wade

December 2019

Zoey Katelynn Barr
Brian Thomas George
Brenden Michael Johnson
Joshua Matthew Kidwell
Dylan James Paluzzi
Mario Anthony Peroni
Shaelan Brooke Studer

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.

Master of Professional Accountancy

August 2019

Jatin Arora
Saud Ba Kathir
Katelyn Michelle Brigham
Ryan Patrick Brown
Shane Kristofer Commodore
Zachary Thomas Fisher
Alexandria Lynn Gorrell
Toriane Genelle Graal
Dylan James Olson Hall
Jacob Hart
Ronnie Joe Lusk II
Alijah Tynil Martin
Joshua David Martinez
Samantha Masters Reiheld
Jessica Shaye Thevenin
Courtney Paige Wilt
Erin Gabrielle Wolf

December 2019

Zoey Katelynn Barr
Brian Thomas George
Brenden Michael Johnson
Joshua Matthew Kidwell
Dylan James Paluzzi
Mario Anthony Peroni
Shaelan Brooke Studer

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Science

August 2019

BUSINESS CYBERSECURITY MANAGEMENT
Trevor Campbell Anderson
Maia Anna Brumage
Zachary Andrew Craig
Kayleigh Dawn Folk
Logan Keith Massey
Tyler Lee McGee
Mahbubur Rahman
Brandon Neil Woods

BUSINESS DATA ANALYTICS
Stephen Edward Banick
Scott Gilbert Branham
Brennan Lee Comfort
Myranda Jo Dillon
John Welton Fisher III
Brandon James Jusek
Robert Wade Linger
Malori Michelle Meyer
Carl Harold Poland
Brenton A. Sandolfini Sr.

Olivia Lauren Sartoris
Patrick Shinn
Francis Newbury Sutton III
Alexis Rachelle Wable
Keyue Thomas Wang
Ivone Wardell
Michael Will
Jordon Adam Wolfram

FORENSIC AND FRAUD EXAMINATION
Victoria Elizabeth Aikens
Margaret Mikayelahelaine Dunford-Shafer
Jesse Taylor Elias
Ryan Christopher Grande
Elizabeth A Hulme
Barney Linn Pearson
Alysa Peirce
Erik Joseph Saracino
Chelsea Thornley

December 2019

BUSINESS CYBERSECURITY MANAGEMENT
Anthony Michael Stewart

BUSINESS DATA ANALYTICS
Christopher Arthur Pletcher

FINANCE
Amelie Natacha Florence Currat
Kaitlin Leigh Hudok
Jerry Lee McCallister III
Corey Douglas Shetler

FORENSIC AND FRAUD EXAMINATION
Laura Michelle-Moseley Cliber
Angela Dennise Peterson
Stefan Paul Nordsiek

Bachelor of Science

December 2019

ECONOMICS
Benjamin Edward Culicerto
Kayla Morrison
Cody Alan Priser
Ian A. Wylie
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Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

August 2019

ACCOUNTING
Madison Catherine Craig
*** Brendan Matthew Ferns
Austin Richard Gillenwater
** Lucas Patrick Hahey
Evan Thompson

FINANCE
* Hatoon Ahmed Aljohani
Daniel Charles Greisman
Adam Jordan Hughes
Devin Joseph Kokoszka
Ross Joseph Langford Jr.
Justin Richard Michaels
Roby Dale Shrewsbury III

GENERAL BUSINESS
Albaraa Alfaifi
Wesam Ali Alkaka
Joshua Michael Bane
Dakota Kay Briscoe
* Rattawit Charnsethikul
Dominick Dontae Clarke
Hannah Ruth Grimsley
Chase Border Harler
Jordan Mikail Huntley
David Joseph MacDougall
Madison Margaret Milardo
Toni Marie Mongo
Dale Christian Nichols
Keith John Palmer
*** Dominic Piccione
Alexander Reilley IV
Michael Paul Taffetani

GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Abdourahmane Salou Diallo
Jonathan David Fisher

HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT
Meghan Elizabeth Crown
Jenna Lee Daugherty
Danielle Nicole Orsak
Corlyss Elizabeth Peer

MANAGEMENT
Jason Michael Bailey
Samuel Steven Barbe
Kyle Stanley Hickman
Franklin Theodore Lee
Kylie Nicole Ramsey

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Rdrilean Sta Teresa Dela Vega

MARKETING
Samuel Steven Barbe
Joshua David Harkins
Trevor James Hartnett
†*** Jared Alexander King
Nicholas John Rocchi
Paige Weinblum

December 2019

ACCOUNTING
Abdulah Ahmad Al-Abdulelah
Khalil Ibrahim Aliyami
† Katelyn Elizabeth Billerter
* Oscar Celedon
Gavin MacGrady Cole
*** Seth Logan Cottrill
John Hamm
John Russell Jones
Hannah Renee Marra
†*** Emily Ann Mathess
Jordan Timothy Charles McCalla
Victoria Ashley Nestor
** Eli Aaron Pavilack
Matthew Dean Schmitt
*** Amy Yoshiko Skidmore
† Aleisha Nicole Stas
Nathaniel T. Stewart
* Emily Nicole Teets
*** Jordan Naomi Vanorsdale
†*** Anthony Joseph Ventura
Philip Brennon Vincent
Jonathan B. Watson
†*** Shawna Danielle Webb
Luke Patrick Wentrobie
† Sabrina Wood
* Edison Wei Zheng
Logan Nathaniel Zirkle

FINANCE
Noor Ali Alkhamsis
* Faisal Almazroa
** Jenna Kaye Breon
Derek Porter Brown
Carter Clay Camp
Frederick Anthony Ciampa III
Dylan Michael Cress
Joshua Aaron Goodmoot
James Eoin Kellett
** Ryan Joseph Kellogg
†*** Jacob Christopher Kubik
Renate Francisca Kwelle
†*** Jace McKeen Kyle
* Jameson Frank Mascara
Trevor Ethan Olson
Dalton Avery Parson
** Eli Aaron Pavilack
Joel Mitchell Ridenour
MaryKate Riley
Julian Krishun Rohatgi
Tyler James Somodi
Nicholas Eric Tesler
** Ross Noble Thompson
Philip Brennon Vincent
Ryan Watts
John Freeman Wiles II
Maxim Yanovich
†* Collin Christian Ziegler

GENERAL BUSINESS
Jonathan Thomas Albert
Joel Mitchell Burgess
Weiyi Chong
Caroline Everly Ernstes
William Tyler Gherke
Daly Cole Grimm
Jared Matthew Hood
Thomas Joseph Hopkins
Alisha Nicole Hudkins
Zachary Layne Humphrey
Alanna Jewel Kelley
Christopher Robert Krier
John Murawsiki III
Chase Alexander Notari
Adam Michael Perry
Kevin Michael Rotolo
** Zoe Jordan Lewis Sypolt
Tyler Matthew Watts
Karl Dietrich Wiesner
Anjiang Zhang
Lianzhong Zhang

GLOBAL SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
†*** Justin Allen Anselene
Patrick Michael Lipinski
Emily Hannah Meltzer
Nicholas William White

HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT
* Thomas Joseph Barlow Jr.
Samantha Marie Dembo
Thomas A. Giglioli
Austin Jacob Miller

* Cum Laude       ** Magna Cum Laude    *** Summa Cum Laude    † University Honors
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Certificate

August 2019

FORENSIC ACCOUNTING AND FRAUD EXAMINATION

Saud Ba Kathir
Ronnie Joe Lusk II

Cullen Parker Pointon
Robert K. Rhamy III
Grace Uwilingiyimana
Alexander Jonathan Weaver
Brandon Matthew White
Helen Lin Zhang

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Science in Journalism

August 2019

Michael Boateng Bediako
Noelle Philomena Forde
Ella Kay Jennings

Jewell Elaine Lease
Scott William Siker

December 2019

Ani Hovhannisyan

Master of Science

August 2019

INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION

Christin Olivia Anderson
Torie Michelle Anderson
Natalie Frances Barnes
Jessica L. Brant
Natalie Joyce D’Anna
Julia Lee DeHaven
Elizabeth Gabrielle Dendy
Madison Taylor Felton
Oliver Creel Frum
Helen Doreen Heilmeier
David Ronald Hovis Jr.
Nicole Alexandra Hricik
David Michael Kern
Alexis L. Kessel
Alexander Hamilton Koch
Stephanie Jane Mathias
Alexis Anne Messmer
Keelie Newbold
Marianne Renner
Jennifer Lynne Ryan
Katherine Bahn Seay
Elizabeth Harlan Sehon
Abigail Morgan Sweeney
Nicole L. Tomlinson
Samuel John Wagner
Aaron John Weese

INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION

Maria Winters Amoruso
Daizchane Monique Baker
Chelsea Elizabeth Briggs
Kelly Ann Buchanan
Mary Mckenzie Catlett
Kathryn Alia Claxton
Catherine Mason Converse
Malarie Dauginikas
Garrett Pennington DeFries
Mara Elizabeth Díaz
Amber Nicole Felton
Danielle Marie Ferrante
Elizabeth Anne Frederick
Bethany Kaylenn Friend
Raymon Walter Gaddis
Elizabeth Ann Gallagher
Eric Michael Galyean
DeAndrea Jhanae Garrison
Ashley Lynn Haycraft
Natalia Nkiruka Herbert
Paul Lawrence Hogard
Robert Karam
Anthony James Kist
Stephanie Marie Labair
Kyle Joseph Lazor

December 2019

DATA MARKETING COMMUNICATION

Addison Chase Arvanitis-Arvon
Drew Shaun Curi
Daniel T. Dipiazza
Allison Auber Stickel

INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION

Ericka Lee
Bree Ann Link
Lindsay Marie Litterini
Michele Martha Loudenslager
Katelyn Ann MacCropy
Wendi Leigh MacKay
Victoria Ann Mackey
Ashley Karen Mannings
Rebecca Louise Morgan
Jamie Nelson
Katherine Paterson
Maurice Christopher Pierce
Steven Theo Polk
Kelsey Ann Reed
Mara Noelle Regling
Amanda Nicole Renken
Jean Anne Renshaw
Janice Buhr Rooney
Jason Lawrence Sargent
Ashley Nicole Seager-Powell
Carrie Michelle Shade
Ryan David Smith
Monica Ann Sutton
Rachel Katherine Teter
Jeffrey Joseph Thompson
Sarah Tropkoff
Matthew William Turner
Catherine Jo Umberger
Kara Nicole Vrosh-Landrum
Mallory Ann Weaver
Melanie Anne White

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Arts

August 2019
MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Alexandra Maria Orr
Jacob Ian Witmer

December 2019
MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Kyle Andrew Anderson
McKenna Clippert
Lauren Nicole Giaccio

Bachelor of Science

August 2019
JOURNALISM
Brianna Kay Clark
Diandra Marie Conwell
† Noelle Philomena Forde
†*** Ella Kay Jennings
Jonathan Blake Jones
Ian Scott Miller
* Warren Nicholas Sterling
Robert Michael Surella
Carly Morgan Vaniver
Andrea Elizabeth Warner

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Stephen Franklin Wilson

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS
Kassidy Kaye Butler
Katherine Whitley Camara
Tighe Rohan Dunlavey
Madison Mae English
Nicole Andrea Faddis
Candace Lee Jones
David Zvi Kessler
*** Jewell Elaine Lease
Alexis Marie Mandalino
John Bryant McGehee

December 2019
JOURNALISM
Sarah Ann Mueller
Lydia Claire Rose
Cara Elizabeth Short
** Scott William Siker
Michael Jeremy Tansey
Jessica Nohemy Umana
Davis Jeffrey Versprille

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS
Dana M. Alostath
Madlyn Rasheedah Alqutub
* Dalton Lee Benedict
*** Ruth Ann Deely
Mathew Robert Dunn
Mia Annece Katherine Edmundson
Autumn Rose Elliot
John Christian Geissler
Nolan Lee Hutwelker
John William Kleissas
Jocelin Leon
* Paige Alexandra Leonhardt
** Mary Melinda Miesner
Adam Terroll Parker
Anne Elizabeth Parker
*** Emily Ann Rinehart
Samantha Grace Smith
Carly Elizabeth Stiller
Angela Joy Stotler
Michael Anthony Tavani Jr.

Certificate

August 2019
INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
Maria Vermeulen

December 2019
INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
Janice Sahady Crile

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
AFTERNOON CEREMONY
Dr. Patrice Harris, a renowned child and adolescent psychiatrist from Atlanta, is the 174th president of the American Medical Association and the first African-American woman to hold this position.

As a private practicing physician, public health administrator and patient advocate, Dr. Harris has been an active leader in organized medicine for her entire career. She has served on the AMA’s Board of Trustees since 2011, including a term as chair. She has also served as chair of the AMA Opioid Task Force since its inception in 2014. Beyond the AMA, Dr. Harris has held positions of leadership with the American Psychiatric Association, the Georgia Psychiatric Physicians Association, the Medical Association of Georgia, and The Big Cities Health Coalition.

A distinguished fellow of the American Psychiatric Association, Dr. Harris continues in private practice and currently consults with both public and private organizations on service delivery and emerging trends in healthcare. She is an adjunct assistant professor in the Emory Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, and an adjunct clinical assistant professor in psychiatry and behavioral sciences at Morehouse School of Medicine.

Dr. Harris is a West Virginia-native and she earned her MA in counseling psychology and MD at West Virginia University. It was during this time that her passion for helping children emerged, and she completed her psychiatry residency, and fellowships in child and adolescent psychiatry and forensic psychiatry at the Emory University School of Medicine.
Order of Exercises

WEST VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY COMMENCEMENT
December 21, 2019  |  2:00 p.m.  |  West Virginia University Coliseum

PRELUDE AND PROCESSIONAL  Brett Miller
MASTER OF CEREMONIES       Bill Nevin
*NATIONAL ANTHEM          Katie Martin
*ALMA MATER                Katie Martin
WELCOME                    E. Gordon Gee
                           President
                           West Virginia University

HONORARY DEGREE PRESENTATION: PATRICE A. HARRIS

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS       Patrice A. Harris
                           President, American Medical Association

SIMPLE GIFTS                Katie Martin

PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES

Maryanne Reed
                           Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs
                           West Virginia University

Benjamin M. Statler College of Engineering and Mineral Resources
College of Creative Arts
College of Education and Human Services
College of Law
College of Physical Activity and Sport Sciences
Davis College of Agriculture, Natural Resources, and Design
School of Dentistry
School of Medicine
School of Nursing
School of Pharmacy
School of Public Health

CONFERRAL OF DEGREES       E. Gordon Gee

*COUNTRY ROADS              Brett Miller

RECESSIONAL                 Brett Miller

* Please stand.
BENJAMIN M. STATLER COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND MINERAL RESOURCES

Earl Scime
Interim Dean

Doctor of Philosophy

August 2019

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Mohanad Al Nuaimi

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Carter Hulcher

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Ahmed Mohammed Abuseta Ammar

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Omar Ahmed Al-Shebeeb
Sameer Mittal

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Mahdi Darzi Boorkhani

MINING ENGINEERING
Christopher Roy Vass
Yuting Xue

December 2019

AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Andrew Patrick Rhodes
Ryan Magnum Watson

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Brad Crawford
Andrew Robert Graves
Shuyun Li

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Rajneesh Kumar Bharil
Praveen Kumar Reddy Majjigapu

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Priyashraba Misra

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Syed Ashiqur Rahman

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Ali Dehghan Banadaki
Alexander Todd Dilello
Min Jiang
Sujan Phani Kumar Kasani
Mohammad Reza Khalghani
Hasan Ul Banna

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
Xiaofei Shi
Huihui Yang

MATERIAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Joseph Martin Bright
Xuefei Gao
Ozcan Ozmen
He Qi

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Olatunde Ayodeji Abidakun
Ramanjaneya Mehar Baba Bade
Matthew Thomas Boots
Shanshan Hu
Vishnu Padmanaban
Panpan Ren
Cesar-Octavio Romo-De-La-Cruz
Koji Yanaga

MINING ENGINEERING
Neel Gupta
Xue Huang

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Science in Computer Science

August 2019
Shifu Hou
Wei Song

December 2019
Mujidat Abisola Aseyemo
Saubhagya Borate
Harshini Chekuri
Taylor Cather Cutlip
Denny LaVerne Hood III

Ranaa Mahveen
Mohammad Iqbal Nouyed
Pariya Pourmohammadi
Syed Ashiqur Rahman
Andrew Foster Wiesenmayer

Master of Science in Engineering

December 2019
Kody Ray Tucker

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

August 2019
Tanner Davison Gantzer
Benjamin Robert Smith

December 2019
Ahmad Jamal Baroudi
James Andrew Duncan
Douglas Eugene Kerr Jr.
Khalid Daud Khattak
Minou Khayami
Suha Reddy Mokalla
Casey Alexander Norville
Surekha Pachipulusu

Master of Science in Energy Systems Engineering

December 2019
Mohamed Elmahdi
Marina Miranda

Master of Science in Industrial Engineering

December 2019
Feras Yousef Ali
Alexandra Michelle Davis
Sachin Sah

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

August 2019
Filiz Kazan
Joel Christopher Lindsay
Markova Dion McPherson
Dakota Wesley Oliver

December 2019
Jack Dalton Bennett
Jose Miguel Bohorquez
Conner Todd Castle
Allen Eugene Duffy
Molly Marie Nagowski
John Adam Phillips
Manuel Serrano Laguna
Chakradhar Reddy Vardhireddy
Lucas Aaron Ware

Master of Science in Mining Engineering

December 2019
Lazar Zujovic

Master of Science in Material Science and Engineering

August 2019
Haiyang Li

December 2019
Jennifer Stephenie Boryczka

Master of Science in Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering

December 2019
Bashayer Alsanea
Joshua Ryan Dietz

Master of Science in Software Engineering

August 2019
Eric Scott Bline
Jesse Arnold Griffis

December 2019
Adam Joseph Burky
Jarel Quinn Gary
Marc Allan Krueger
Aaron Andrew Neal
Daniel Lee Rice
Katalin Marie Stanton

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering

August 2019
Connor David Laney

December 2019
Alexandra Anne Augsberger
* Jonas Amoama Bredu Jr.
Christopher Wilson Brindle
George Carl Chory Jr.
*** Charles Mitchel Crutchfield
* Mark Randolph Czerner
Garrett Victor Depippo
John Tyler Forquer
* Artem Gavrilev
** Andrew John Giletto
** Wade Edward Henery
Meghan Christine Hill
Christopher David Alan Huff
Joshua Robert Ingersoll
Ellis Glenn Johnson IV
Jaya Shivani Karlapati
Chad Lawrence

† Graham Alexander McConnell
** William Seth Murphy
Devan Renee Mynes
Aaron Thomas Ogle
Philip Joel Pennock
†** Jacob Pietro Pino
*** Zachary Richard Rahn
*** Elizabeth Rose Ridgeway
Richard Michael Sanoba
* Phillip Logan Sheridan
†*** Dylan Andrew Tross
*** Ross Damien Weidman
Melissa Lynn Wermers
Jordan Taylor Willis
Jacob Nathanael Bennett Winokur
Karie Lynn Winston
Thomas Keel Zaydel

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.

Bachelor of Science in Biomedical Engineering

December 2019
†* Hana Kim Ulman

Bachelor of Science in Biometric Systems

August 2019
Matthew Shane O’Brien

December 2019
Olivia Nicole Carlson
George Augustine Fish Henry

Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering

August 2019
Amnan Ahmad Azly
* Kauthar Dashti
* Ahmad Hamid Khajah
Laetitia Kipepe
†* Dennis Johan Loevlie

* Cum Laude    ** Magna Cum Laude    *** Summa Cum Laude    † University Honors
### Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>August 2019</th>
<th>December 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hanadi A Y A Al-Hammad</td>
<td>* Esraa Abdullah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khaled E A O A Alabdulhadi</td>
<td>Faisal Alazemy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Zahra Shaker Alhamadah</td>
<td>Ahmad Alazemi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khaled Almenaies</td>
<td>Nayaf Z A M F Aldalmani Sr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fayez Almutairi</td>
<td>Abdulrahman Aljanaei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmad Almutairi</td>
<td>Abdulaziz Mohammed Alsharari Sr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saleh Alsaleh</td>
<td>Chase Stephen Bontemps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munawwikhal Mohammed Alsharari</td>
<td>John Thomas Busch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quentin Emerson Borum</td>
<td>Matthew Sean Chapman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ali F A A Y Buabbas</td>
<td>* Drew Louis Damich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gavin Christopher Mauzy</td>
<td>Adnan A M A H Dashti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josh Isaac Perry</td>
<td>MacKenzie Bennett Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*** John Rybeck Garlow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Addison Faith Griesbaum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Arthur Patrick Hayes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew William King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joshua Hugh Mallet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Julio Alberto Orellana Hernandez Sr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Halle Marie Peterson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lucas Wade Ritchie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* Andrew Craig Shelton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Darren Zachary Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ian James Sparkman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* Shane Michael Swearman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kathryn Marie Trupo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>†* James Evans Turner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matthew Jordan Valentine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Donald Wheeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joshua Larry Wilt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Phillip Wolfe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grant Benjamin Wooten</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samuel Walter Yuhas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>August 2019</th>
<th>December 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lloyd Everette McIntyre IV</td>
<td>† Josiah Patrick Bailey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* Kendall Weldon Coles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jacob Logan Dick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bryant Donato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>George Augustine Fish Henry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William Maxwell Holland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** Matthew Richardson Keaton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beth Elaine Meck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>†*** Levi Edward Mowery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*** Jacob Thomas Restanio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kristy Noel Rumball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*** Matthew Robert Sherwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>†* Morgan Andrew Szafranski</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Bachelor of Science in Computer Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>August 2019</th>
<th>December 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>James Matthew D’Angelo</td>
<td>Khaleefa Alkhateeb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Connor Deardorff</td>
<td>Mohammad Ghazi A Alzayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adly Noore</td>
<td>Boris Bagryanski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brett Francis Barnes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zachary Alan Chaffin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christian David D’Angelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jason Derek Huffman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>** Matthew Richardson Keaton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Timothy Clayton Kooser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dillon Jack Louden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thomas William Michael</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michael Alexander Moses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abdullah Mamdoh Najjar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Adison Nicole Nordstrom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bond Emory Ragsdale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kenneth Christian Redillas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taariq Abdul-Rashheed Scott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corrie Scott Shaffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nathaniel David Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brian Edward Sweeney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>†* Morgan Andrew Szafranski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tatiana Calderon Voorhees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joshua Thomas Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Cum Laude       **Magna Cum Laude       ***Summa Cum Laude       †University Honors
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
# Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

**August 2019**
- Luay Ghaleb Al Alsayednasir
- Jacob Patrick Carr

**December 2019**
- Talal M. Almutairi Jr.
- Abdullah Alwazzan
- Olivia Nicole Carlson
- Stephen Lawson Cochran
- Alexandra C. Collins
- William Maxwell Holland
- Leah Elizabeth Jankowski
- Gunnar Paul Kelly

**Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering**

**August 2019**
- Ahmad Abdullah Aldhobaiban Sr.
- Nicholas William Flannery
- John Dirk Hutchinson
- William Edward Johnson
- Lawrence James Karlson
- Sarah Meyers
- Kevin James Moran
- Brent Robinson Myatt
- Travis James Nuzum
- Nicholas John Paci
- Alexandra Morgan Pray
- Victoria Lynn Stadelman
- Nicholas Dale Wallace
- Mark James Wilcox
- Garrett Walker Zdon

**December 2019**
- Ahmed Mohammed Abualrahia
- Abdullah Faisal Althani
- Delves Joseph Breaux III
- James Paul Carnes
- Lauren Alexis Clark
- Ian Hunter Covert
- Makenzee Lauren Frohlich
- Kyle Stephen Gillis
- Morgan Jessica Gray
- Charles Keith Heisler Jr.
- Samantha Ingrid Holm
- Emma Gabrielle Hubert
- Ethan Douglas King
- Samuel Vincent McCraith
- Bradley Evan Neft

**Honors**
- * Cum Laude
- ** Magna Cum Laude
- *** Summa Cum Laude

**University Honors**
- † University Honors

*Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.*
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

August 2019
Hussam Saad Alghamdi
Hassan Shoghi Aljishi
Abdalllah Shuwaiter Almutairi
Edward Alfred Andersen Jr.
Joseph William DeMaio
Sami Elhag
Brendan Francis Grife
Tyler Andrew Jeinnings
Zachary Shane King
Matthew Charles Lang
Alec Paul Lazarides
Branson Raith Matheny
Colin Joseph McGrogan
Luke Isaac Miller
Benjamin Lloyd Morris
Hidar Rasheed
Caleb Calvin Rollins
Mohammad J M A Sadeq
Tyler Turek
Austin James West
Cody Christopher Young

December 2019
Abdullah Alghanem
Abdullah A H A Alkandari
Jassem Alsaqay
Yousef Alzahar
Ali Fadel Ani
Alexandra Anne Augsberger
Benjamin J. Barrish
Mathew Bergenstock
* Jonas Amoama Bredu Jr.
  Christopher Wilson Brindle
  Tyler Christian Bro
  Austin Dakotah Brown
  Austin Daniel Campbell
  George Carl Chory Jr.
  Dylan Andrew Cogar
*** Charles Mitchel Crutchfield
  Austin Ray Cunningham
  * Mark Randolph Czerner
  Andrew Nicholas de Laive
  Garrett Victor Depippo
  Jack Kenneth Doepker
  Luke Donovan Dugan
  Robert Ryan Elliott
  John Fadiga
  Denis James Farabaugh
  John Tyler Forquer
  John Wallace Franklin
  * Artem Gavriliev
** Andrew John Giletto
  Jacob Fannon Gilinsky
  Cole Thomas Hand
  James Matthew Hannon
** Wade Edward Henery
  * Alexander Wayne Herring
  Meghan Christine Hill
  Matthew Nolan Howard
  Christopher David Alan Huff
  Jack Izzack Hull

January 2020
Abdullah Alghanem
Abdullah A H A Alkandari
Jassem Alsaqay
Yousef Alzahar
Ali Fadel Ani
Alexandra Anne Augsberger
Benjamin J. Barrish
Mathew Bergenstock
* Jonas Amoama Bredu Jr.
  Christopher Wilson Brindle
  Tyler Christian Bro
  Austin Dakotah Brown
  Austin Daniel Campbell
  George Carl Chory Jr.
  Dylan Andrew Cogar
*** Charles Mitchel Crutchfield
  Austin Ray Cunningham
  * Mark Randolph Czerner
  Andrew Nicholas de Laive
  Garrett Victor Depippo
  Jack Kenneth Doepker
  Luke Donovan Dugan
  Robert Ryan Elliott
  John Fadiga
  Denis James Farabaugh
  John Tyler Forquer
  John Wallace Franklin
  * Artem Gavriliev
** Andrew John Giletto
  Jacob Fannon Gilinsky
  Cole Thomas Hand
  James Matthew Hannon
** Wade Edward Henery
  * Alexander Wayne Herring
  Meghan Christine Hill
  Matthew Nolan Howard
  Christopher David Alan Huff
  Jack Izzack Hull

Bachelor of Science in Mining Engineering

August 2019
Quentin Emerson Borum

December 2019
Selena Jane Lewis
Bachelor of Science in Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering

August 2019

* Khalid Abu Aljaish
  Adetokunbo Elizabeth Adeniyi
  Turki Nassir Alahmari
  Abdullah Mohammed A Alajmi
  Omar Saeed Alamoodi
  Ahmed Sulaiman Aldhanhani
  Saad Ahmed Alesa
  Mohammad Dakheel Alhajri
  Mohamed Salim Mohamed Musabeh
  Aljaberi
  Ahmed Amer Alkatheeri
  Naser Qayed Ali Husain AlMessabi Sr.
  Abdulrahman Ali Salem Saeed Alrashdi
  Osama M H A Alrayes
  Abdulaziz Bandar Alsubaie
  Waleed Omar Binmahfoodh
  Luke Kreeger

** James Spencer Osborn

December 2019

†* Mohammad Faiq Hazim Bin Adenan
  Abdullah Adel Alawadhi
  Abdulaziz Ahmed Naseeb Karama Aljaberi
  Osorachukwu Viktor Nzeribe

Certificate

August 2019
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Charles William Almond

December 2019
INTERACTIVE TECHNOLOGIES AND SERIOUS GAMING
Taylor Cather Cutlip

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
College of Creative Arts

H. Keith Jackson
Philip J. Faini/Falbo Family Dean

Doctor of Musical Arts

August 2019
CONDUCTING
Matthew Justin McCurry

PERFORMANCE
Sijia Wang

December 2019
COLLABORATIVE PIANO
Ji-Yeon Lee

COMPOSITION
Douglas Wayne Brown

PERFORMANCE
Christopher Charles Bowmaster
Caryn Alexis Crozier

Master of Arts

August 2019
ART EDUCATION
Marissa Lynn Gain

December 2019
ART EDUCATION
Tiffany Marie Minuci

ART HISTORY
Andrea Michelle Fowler

Master of Fine Arts

December 2019
COSTUME DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
Laura Kay Plikerd

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Music

August 2019
COMPOSITION
Andrew Thomas Aycoth

PERFORMANCE
Brandon Michael Buterbaugh

December 2019
CONDUCTING
Ashley Marie Driscoll

PERFORMANCE
Ashley Marie Driscoll

Bachelor of Arts

August 2019
DANCE
** Rae Elizabeth Page

THEATRE
Alex Herbst

December 2019
DANCE
*Marrina Lynn Brown

MUSIC: CONTEMPORARY AND INTEGRATIVE PERFORMANCE
Braden Zane Macchia

MUSIC INDUSTRY
†*** Kara Jean Bennett
Zackery Alan Busch
* Quinn Taylor Constantz

THEATRE
Kristen Deann Aviles

Bachelor of Fine Arts

August 2019
ACTING
Megan Jo Chacalos
Helene Ann Waldemarson

GRAPHIC DESIGN
Katherine Michelle Nichol

INTERMEDIA/PHOTOGRAPHY
Caitlin Danielle Ratliff

MUSICAL THEATRE
* Hunter James Nolan

PUPPETRY
* Kathryn Iris Bell

THEATRE DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
William Tyler Wrightstone

December 2019
ART AND DESIGN
Brice Clagett

GRAPHIC DESIGN
Emily Grace Allred
Jennifer Velickoff Livengood
** Margaret Estelle McLister
* Rebecca Anne Patton
Landon David Pettit
** Kallie Elizabeth Robinson

INTERMEDIA/PHOTOGRAPHY
Harding Alfred Louis Brown
* Tristan Richard Dennis

PAINTING
* Kelson Dale-Wayne Thorne

* Cum Laude   ** Magna Cum Laude   *** Summa Cum Laude† University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

December 2019
Hannah Marie Aberegg
Clayton Thomas McCloskey
Colton Edward McCloskey
Katherine Elaine Mills
Zachary E. Rowand
** Kayla Noel Stewart
Dallas Kent Wright

Bachelor of Music

August 2019
MUSIC EDUCATION
* McKenzie LeAire Channell

MUSIC PERFORMANCE: INSTRUMENTAL
* Collin Lee Faulkenberry

MUSIC PERFORMANCE: PIANO
Kyu Sunwoo

MUSIC THERAPY
Christian David Mazza
Lucas Andrew Miller

December 2019
MUSIC EDUCATION
†*** Kara Jean Bennett
Sarah Ann Bloomquist
** Abigail LeeAnn Rexroad

MUSIC PERFORMANCE: INSTRUMENTAL
** Peter William Handerhan

MUSIC PERFORMANCE: JAZZ STUDIES
** Seung Hyun Bang

MUSIC THERAPY
** Catherine Elizabeth Clements

* Cum Laude    ** Magna Cum Laude    *** Summa Cum Laude    † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Doctor of Audiology

August 2019
Jenna Leigh Cramer

Doctor of Education

August 2019
**EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY**
Amy Kurowski Burt
Amanda Armstrong Randall

**SPECIAL EDUCATION**
Jamie Nicole Harvey

December 2019
**CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION**
Myriah Mae Miller

**EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY**
Heather Lysbeth Henderson
Peggy Joan McQueen

Doctor of Philosophy

August 2019
**COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY**
Thomas Craig Foster
Olivia Chauncey Scott
Jeneice Leigh Ann Shaw

December 2019
**COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY**
Hannah Kathleen Greenbaum
Erin Ann Teaff

**EDUCATION**
Samantha Lynn Jusino

**HIGHER EDUCATION**
Kirsten N. Brown
Matthew Matyasovsky
Amanda Marie Rose

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Science

August 2019

CLINICAL REHABILITATION AND MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING
Tori Lane Hogard
Alexis Marie Popa

SPEECH PATHOLOGY
Morgan Scarlett Alexander
Sarah Gamble
Haley Lynn Glover
Lauren Marie Simpson
Taylor Marie Swartzmiller

December 2019

SPEECH PATHOLOGY
Katelyn Elizabeth Kendra
Dinaris Mojica

Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

August 2019

MDS-EDUCATION/HUMAN SERVICES
Shannon Taylor Saunders

December 2019

MDS-EDUCATION/HUMAN SERVICES
Julia Elizabeth Green
Tamia Johnson
* Kari Ann Lee

Bachelor of Science

August 2019

CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES
** Meagan Danese Bragg
Ashten Marie Cenkus
Lindsey Alexandria Hess
Rebecca Ann McCormick
Samantha N. Park
Savannah Clarissse Rund
Cady Schaffer
Taylor Marie Sinclair
* Morgan Mackenzie Weaver

December 2019

CHILD DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES
Mary Margaret Baker
** Melanie S. Britton
Erin Elizabeth Carnefix
Natalia Chambers
Allison Layne-Marie Conrad
Emily Jo Davis
Karly Brooke Gordon
Olivia Jade Harouf
Taylor Christine Mazelon
Sarah Anne Moore
Allison Renee Morris
Lauren Nicole Patane
Torey Alexa Reed
Julia Brook Reed
Alaina Risovich
Sommer Renee Robinson
* Ashley Michelle Shaffer
Cherie Leota Trickett

SPEECH PATHOLOGY
Meagan Danese Bragg
Kaitlyn Marie Lammers
* Lauren Light
Katelyn Elizabeth Kendra
Karentine Marie Lammers
* Rebecca Leigh Wooddell

COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
* Sarah Adel Alzayer
** Megan Conroy
*** Erica Dawn Gorman
*** Brooke Elane Jennings
Abigail Elizabeth Kuh
** Kaitlyn Marie Lammers
* Lauren Light
Emma Lynn Martin
Charla Brooke McDaniel
Kenyane Shundai Simpson
* Rebecca Leigh Wooddell

* Cum Laude           ** Magna Cum Laude          *** Summa Cum Laude          † University Honors
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Certificate

**Cum Laude**  **Magna Cum Laude**  **Summa Cum Laude**  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.

---

**August 2019**

**APPLIED BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS**
Cary Beth Baker
Katherine Lynn Dewett
Melissa Faye Glasgow
Lara Elizabeth Himrod
Wanona Leah Johnson
Allison Beth Jordan
Jody Ann Sutton
Jaclyn Ann Thorn

**EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT**
** Meagan Danese Bragg
Ashten Marie Cenkus
Rebeca Ann McCormick
Samantha N. Park
Savannah Clarisse Rund
Cady Schaffer
Taylor Marie Sinclair

**HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION**
Aaron Corde Mason

**INFANT/TODDLER EDUCATION**
** Meagan Danese Bragg
Ashten Marie Cenkus
Rebeca Ann McCormick
Savannah Clarisse Rund
Cady Schaffer
Taylor Marie Sinclair

---

**December 2019**

**APPLIED BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS**
Carly J. Brunett

**EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT**
Mary Margaret Baker
** Melanie S. Britton
Natalia Chambers
Karly Brooke Gordon
Taylor Christine Mazelon
Torey Alexa Reed
Cherie Leota Trickett

**INFANT/TODDLER EDUCATION**
Mary Margaret Baker
** Melanie S. Britton
Natalia Chambers
Karly Brooke Gordon
Taylor Christine Mazelon
Torey Alexa Reed
Cherie Leota Trickett
Doctor of Jurisprudence

August 2019
Brooke Monteverde Farber
Derek R. Lathey
Jeremy A. Mitchell
Alexis A. Tribby

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
College of Physical Activity and Sport Sciences

Jack Watson
Interim Dean

Doctor of Education

August 2019

COACHING AND TEACHING STUDIES
Annie Elizabeth Machamer

Doctor of Philosophy

August 2019

SPORT AND EXERCISE PSYCHOLOGY
Robert Curtis Hilliard Jr.
Stefanee Opal Maurice

December 2019

SPORT, EXERCISE AND PERFORMANCE PSYCHOLOGY
Jonathan Joseph Stewart
Erika Danielle Van Dyke

Master of Science

August 2019

ATHLETIC TRAINING
Katherine Adair O’Donnell

COACHING AND SPORT EDUCATION
Michael Joseph Derasmo

PHYSICAL EDUCATION - TEACHER EDUCATION
Cassandra Alves
Kenna Darnelle Markham
Andrew Benjamin McDermott
Kaitlin Ann Ulicny

SPORT COACHING
Leslie Monique Alexander- Simpson
Thomas E. Bowers Jr.
Sampson J. Dale
Barret Allan Dufour
Brock Allen Mckirgan
Kenan Lynn Bunn Pope
Andrew Earl Sendeck

Bediako Swan
Matthew Christopher Vogel
James Michael Whalen

SPORT MANAGEMENT
Zachary Dylan Austin
Emily Madison Baker
Evan Thomas Banasick
Daniel Morgan Clements
Lindsey M. Core
Katrina Anne Fairbairn
Zachary James Gifford
Micah Mi’Chel Goudy
Sterling Hogan IV
Andrew Caleb Holder
Thomas Matthew Johnston
John Miller Jr.
Morgan Jean Montgomery
Alexis Nicole Mudri
William Alexander Phillips

James William Ruggiero
Kevin Lee Spano
LaChelle Alysia Tranice Stanley
Breeann Magalina Caé Strouth
Lance A. Trent
Michael Anthony Walters Jr.
Noah Christian Wilds

December 2019

COACHING AND SPORT EDUCATION
Nicholas Christian Meadows
Alexandra Elizabeth Walker

SPORT COACHING
Casey Tyler Davis
Christopher Anthony Lynch
Raymond Eric Thomas Jr.

SPORT MANAGEMENT
Shannon Elizabeth Benic

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

August 2019
Abhik Ranjan Bera
Ryan Thomas Callear
Mamadou Diallo
Robert Earnest
Benjamin Roger Martin
Michael Wayne Murphy
Andrew Dale Tyson

December 2019
Willis Bussey Gardner Jr.
Glenn James Garrison Jr.
Ashton Blake Gibson
Ethan Howland
Matthew Brian Jeffery
Carissa Jo Mullenax
Justin Michael Ruble

Bachelor of Science

August 2019
ATHLETIC COACHING EDUCATION
Andrew Colin Bugas
Erin Paige Miller
James Joseph Tierney Jr.

SPORT AND EXERCISE PSYCHOLOGY
Nicolas Patrick Arrante
Elizabeth Ann Beaudoin
Matthew Scott Bezjak
Kaia Moriah Bowers
Jalen O'Shae Brown
Sara Michelle Bysma
Tucker Wilson Cole
Melisa Margarita Efe
Nicholas James Gardner
Katherine Collette Gault
Zachary William Green

** Calli Anne Gruen
Austin David Harler
James Richard Judson
Ashley Elizabeth Lawrence
Nathan John Leonard
Kyle Joseph Lucas
Jordan Amir Merritt
Zachary James Perroots
Madison Dawn Pfaff
Colt Austin Richardson
Sara Jasmine Riner
Biena Renee Smith
Nia M Staples
Alexis Leigh Truesdale

SPORT MANAGEMENT
* Zachary Dylan Austin
James Bolden IV

December 2019
ATHLETIC COACHING EDUCATION
Bradley Johnstone Milligan

PHYSICAL EDUCATION - TEACHER EDUCATION
* Katilyn Michelle Woods

SPORT AND EXERCISE PSYCHOLOGY
Keenan Alexander Barbazette
Jordan Scott Brown

** Jonathon Burd
Samantha Josephine Burnett
Beth Allyn Cook
Allison Lynn Fay

*** Melinda Jean Gallagher
Megan Mary Halsema
Cameron Lee Haynes
Jamal Malik Henry

* Benjamin Holly
Joshua Floyd Inskipp
Matthew Adam Kranitz
Jordan Christopher Lanier
Dominique Nicole Lepper
Dusti Nicole McClemons
Madison Leigh Mowery

Morgan Lynne Newman
Kevin Pereira
Alexandra Gabrielle Radike

** Neel Mahesh Rao
Douglass Taylor Rook Jr.
Joseph John Russillo
Luke Peter Russillo
Joseph Carter Sands
Matthew Lawrence Smith
JoVanni Malik Stewart

* Shane Michael Sweazey
Ryan Thomas Ward
Kevin Zimmerman

SPORT MANAGEMENT
Albert Andres-Llop Sr.
Patrick Alexander Burgess

** Pascal Derwaritsch
Eric Lucas Dickman

* Rylee Ann Foster
Alek Freedman

Joseph Stanley Goul III

* Miles Wesley Lucas

** Liam Patrick Mahoney
Kennedy Tra'von McKoy
Kyle Andrew Poland
Jeffery Pooler Jr.
Renee Powers

Weston Keyes Sensabaugh

*** Tyler Sierzega
John Millington Stacks Jr.
Christian Scott Zeisloft

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
DAVIS COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, NATURAL RESOURCES AND DESIGN

Kenneth P. Blemings
Interim Dean

Doctor of Philosophy

August 2019
AGRICULTURE AND EXTENSION EDUCATION
  John Kenneth Yost

FOREST RESOURCE SCIENCE
  Jason Ellis Kahn
  Vincent Andrew Slabe

GENETICS AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY
  Md Asraful Jahan

NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS
  Zohreh Erfanian Ghanad Shirinkaam
  Collin Dean Hodges

December 2019
FOREST RESOURCE SCIENCE
  Crissa Kaye Cooey
  Changle Jiang
  Alice Rose Millikin
  Gretchen Emily Nareff

HUMAN AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
  Pariya Pourmohammadi
  Ashley Dawn Watts

NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS
  Fahad Alzahrani
  Douglas Mugabe

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE
  Yu-Chun Chiu
  Suejin Park

Master of Agriculture, Natural Resources and Design

August 2019
  Kristyn Diane Burger
  Danielle Rae Foglesong
  Hope LeeAnn Stewart

December 2019
  Victor Oluwadamilare Adelanwa
  Rachel Louise Spiker
  Brandon Lowell Thomas

Master of Landscape Architecture

December 2019
  Taiwo Abigail Ajibade
  Amanda Ellen Hamilton

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Science

**August 2019**

**ENERGY ENVIRONMENTS**
- Sydney White

**ENVIRONMENTAL, SOIL AND WATER SCIENCE**
- Katie Danielle Stutler

**NUTRITIONAL AND FOOD SCIENCE**
- Wijdan Dabeek

**REPRODUCTIVE PHYSIOLOGY**
- Heather Lynn Baldwin
- Lindsay Faye Grose

**WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES RESOURCES**
- Sara Marie Crayton
- Carl David Jacobsen
- Nathaniel Vernon Owens
- Reina Marie Tyl

**December 2019**

**ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY**
- Camren Layne Maierle
- Lundrim Marku

**ENERGY ENVIRONMENTS**
- Joshua William Smith

**ENVIRONMENTAL, SOIL AND WATER SCIENCE**
- Parameshwor Takhachhe

**GENETICS AND DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY**
- Logan Paul Zeigler

**HORTICULTURE**
- Heather Reshel Griffith

**NUTRITIONAL AND FOOD SCIENCE**
- Niles Rourke Coppe-Ridgeway
- Talman Wayne Hylton

**PLANT PATHOLOGY**
- Savannah Lyn Ferreira

**REPRODUCTIVE PHYSIOLOGY**
- Malia Danielle Berg

**RESOURCE ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT**
- Michael Casey O’Conor

**WILDLIFE & FISHERIES RESOURCES**
- Brian Russell Gordon
- Laura Danielle Graham
- Cory Michael Hartman
- Thomas Barker Waldrop
- Zac Franklin William Zacavish

Master of Science in Forestry

**August 2019**

- Iris Claire Allen
- Breanne Lorraine Held
- Lacey Jo Smith

**December 2019**

- Jordan Russell Thompson
- Matthew Ryan Walker

Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

**December 2019**

- Callie Ann Tautee Cook
- Faith Elizabeth Friend
- Stephen Michael Hudson
- Austin Robert Keesler
- Emma Elizabeth Larry
- Andrew Joseph Wilson

---

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science

August 2019

AGRICULTURAL MANAGEMENT
James Christian Stokman
* Nicholas Grant Yost

ANIMAL AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
Morgan Elizabeth Basye
Brooke Alyse Sandy
D’Anna Faith Schmidt

ENERGY LAND MANAGEMENT
Evan William Bennett
Joseph Kevin Henthorn Jr.
Joshua Langdon Mondor

ENVIRONMENTAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Justin Tyler Curfman
Christopher Ryan Hoeft
Casey Francis Martel
Michael Ian Nick
Frank Matthew Vacante
Alanna Emily Zicha

FASHION DESIGN AND MERCHANDISING
Danyelle Brooke Stephens

FASHION DRESS AND MERCHANDISING
Jaclyn Marley Carpenter
Alexa Lauren Dolce
Sarah Elizabeth Everett Sr.
Tyler Glenn Garvett
Andi Guo
Mary Samantha Hale
Sydney Marie Juninks
Meghan Logan McMichael
* Madison Faith Rice
Samantha Lynne Sabol
Timothy Dean Schmidt
Kelsey Ann Sorrenson
Morgan Aleska Taylor
** Katelynn Walker
*** Mariah Angelina White

HUMAN NUTRITION AND FOODS
Faisal Sh H A GH Husain
Alexis Ann Kapostasy
** Lillian Read Nugent
Ashley Nicole Tyler

INTERIOR DESIGN
** Kristen Marie Walsh

WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES RESOURCES
* Andrew David Arko
Morgan Patrick Carte
Isabella Cortes Lara
Hayden Joseph Herr
** Andrew James Jones
Jacob Allen Lavender
Marco Gregory Messina
Blayne Ashley Ott
* James Adam Propst Fedder
Timothy Scott Robine Jr.
Kurt Ryan Sigler
* Liam Power Sullivan
Ryan Alan Wickiser

December 2019

AGRICULTURAL MANAGEMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Jabari Welsh

AGRICULTURAL MANAGEMENT
** Victoria Hope Chisler
Sean Alexander Myles
Joshua Matthew Sills

ANIMAL AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
Jordan Elizabeth Beasley
* Caroline Anne Cavender
Autumn Rachel Clouse
Lily Jo Crist
Mckenzie Ray-Ann DeFranco
* Devon Keziah Henry
Shannon Mary Hickman
Jayna Elizabeth Hurst
Alexis Paige Jones
Selena Jane Lewis
** Katelynn Walker
*** Mariah Angelina White

DESIGN STUDIES
Shelby Ryan Green
* Jenna Marie Humphreys
Jeffrey Robert Mandelbaum
Johanna Margaret Moskovitch
Thomas Anthony Rabel
Isabella Daisy-Leigh Tinnell

ENERGY LAND MANAGEMENT
*** Matthew Zane Boothe
Christian McGregor Maier
David Michael Polinski Jr.
** Alexander James Romero
Nicholas Sweigart
Stone Vaughn Wolley

ENVIRONMENTAL AND ENERGY RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
* Bailey C. Brewer
Brendan Matthew Casey
Justin Deckelbaum
Ian D. Hunt
†*** Sydney Elizabeth Maxwell
Cameron Evan Murray
Tori Lynn Omatick
* Wyatt Mark Stooft

ENVIRONMENTAL, SOIL AND WATER SCIENCE
Micah Rachelle Cunningham
* Jenna Rose Floyd
Wayne Michael Harms
* Shardonay Rose Miller

ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL RESOURCE ECONOMICS
Trevor Connelly
*** Nicholas James Muha
Liam Dalton O’Hara

FASHION DRESS AND MERCHANDISING
Brooke Erin Barnum
Mary Beth Bordelon
** Veronica Shae Nicole
Riley Christine Plant
Mara Marie Price
Paige Leigh Pritt
Chajeta Rochelle Ishanti Robinson
Shamira Shuler
Taylor Cheyanne Welty

HORTICULTURE
Michael Andrew Ristaino

HUMAN NUTRITION AND FOODS
Hope Lynn Spriggs

SOIL SCIENCE
Amos Phillip Stead

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture

August 2019

AGRICULTURAL AND EXTENSION EDUCATION
Joshua Michael Mapel
Kurt Morgan Mothes
* Molly Anne Chlovechok
Jessie Emelia Pennell
Lindsey Nicole Stidom

AGROECOLOGY
Caroline Alexandra Ianni

ANIMAL AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
Morgan Catherine Craney
Myranda Hailey Klein

HORTICULTURE
Lindsey Nicole Stidom

December 2019

AGRICULTURAL AND EXTENSION EDUCATION
*** Ashlynn Dawn Kelly

ANIMAL AND NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
Anna Geary Collins
John Harless
Hannah Christine Kays
Ashley Nicole Pitzer
Dalton John Tew
Lydia Ann Torres

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
** Coleten Andrew Eiswerth

HORTICULTURE
Bailey Arthur Meuler
†** Ariana Rhiannon Newton
*** Dustin Robert Trychta

* Cum Laude        ** Magna Cum Laude        *** Summa Cum Laude        † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science in Forestry

August 2019
*** Kevin Andrew Schaus

December 2019
Donald Sebring Albright IV
Hailey Elizabeth Fink
Jason Dalton King
Levi Frederick Lorson
* Forrest Brooke Moreland

Bachelor of Science in Landscape Architecture

August 2019
Gracelyn Elizabeth Carper

Bachelor of Science in Recreation

August 2019
* Madison Marcellino

December 2019
Amber Nicole Bradley
Tess Eva Janson
** Breanna Lynn Jenkins
Meghan Christine Louise Neff
Matthew David Svoboda

Certificate

August 2019

GIS AND SPATIAL ANALYSIS
Carl David Jacobsen
Nathaniel Vernon Owens
Sydney White

UNIVERSITY TEACHING
Taniya Chawla
Allegra Cornaglia
Samantha Lynn Jusino

December 2019

GIS AND SPATIAL ANALYSIS
Christopher Walker Boyles
Brittany Nichole Casey
Vincenzo Cribari
Jordan Elliott Miller
Cody Jacob Moser
Matthew Desmond Oliver
Matthew Ryan Walker

UNIVERSITY TEACHING
Yu-Chun Chiu
Lili Lei

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Doctor of Dental Surgery

August 2019
Jasmine A. Dahshan
Seth N. Hamrick
Kenan Hatem Hossino
Donovan Jay Walter

Master of Science

August 2019
ORTHODONTICS
Ghaddy Alsaty

December 2019
ENDODONTICS
Daniel Cade Brawley
Mehran Malakpour

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Doctor of Philosophy

August 2019

BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Ashley Nicole Brandebura

CANCER CELL BIOLOGY
Maria Voronkova

CELLULAR AND INTEGRATIVE PHYSIOLOGY
Joshua David Gross

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
Quincy Alexander Hathaway
Marshall Alan Naimo Jr.

IMMUNOLOGY AND MICROBIAL PATHOGENESIS
Dylan Tyler Boehm

NEUROSCIENCE
Anton Sobinov

December 2019

BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Tanya Lee Dilan

CANCER CELL BIOLOGY
Brenen William Papenberg

NEUROSCIENCE
Tiffany Jo Petrisko
Paula Jo Webster

Doctor of Medicine

December 2019

Bradley Nicolas Cotrina
Alec David James
Jason Todd Stemple

Doctor of Physical Therapy

August 2019

Brock Daniel Athey
Kylie Amanda Garner
Hannah Nicole Growe
Rebecca Jean Vlahos

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Master of Occupational Therapy

August 2019

Amanda Dianne Bennett
Erin Elizabeth Burgess
Shamoya Georgiana McNeil

Master of Science

August 2019

CLINICAL AND TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCES
James Henry Fugett II

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
Abigail Lynn Tice

HEALTH SCIENCES
Mohamad Ghaith Al Halak
Abdulrahman Al-Halak
Jennifer Marie Brezny
Kiana Faithe Bullert
Hadley Olivia Clark
Tyler Collard
Tudor Petru Crihalmeanu
Cheyenne Elissa Earle
William Collin Mitchell
Sara Nayeem
Olivia Noel Nikoloudakis
Bryan Allan Richie
Harry Gustavus Shaffer IV
Jenna Marie Sigado
Ronald Joseph Stephens
William Rex Underwood

December 2019

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Anna Manzi Morris

CLINICAL AND TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCES
Charles Ituka Mosimah

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
Matthew Corey Parsley

HEALTH SCIENCES
Latoia Dezeree Eppinger
Joshua Lee Shrout
Pete Donovan Womack

Master of Health Sciences

December 2019

PATHOLOGISTS’ ASSISTANT
Cory Lee Avery
Taylor-Nicole Lalani Boger
Elizabeth Friend
Lindsey Ann Gasper
Michael Alan Gellner
Allie Hester
Miranda Rose Janucik

Tyler Matthew Kuhfahl
Bonny Lieu
Caitlin Helen Marshall
Hanna Elisabeth Polster
Wendy Ann Simpson
Kelly Maegen Stake
Elisabeth Yolanda Talamo

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science

August 2019

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
Dominic John Benedetto
Ryan Taylor Bowman
Ratana Chairatana
Zachary Chapman
* Samantha DeMartino
Kareem Khiami
Madison Jo Kuh
Morgan Christine Lanham
*** Alexandra Frances Magaletta
Michael Jason Martino Jr.
Noah Herod Miller
Allyson Rachel Perrell
Lucas Scott Powers
Timothy John Schirmer Jr.
* Grace Elise Stalnaker
Leah Dawn Stern

IMMUNOLOGY AND MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY
* Alana Nicole Stanley

December 2019

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY
Najah Jafar Alnawwad
** Sierra Brower
* Marrina Lynn Brown
Madison Ann Collins
* Lauren Elizabeth Davis
David Daniel Dawley Jr.
* Stephen Reese Donahue
Ryan Alexander Hayes
Hailey Michelle Henderson-Stone
Courtney Marie Kaczmarek
* Sylas Garcia Mason
Maria Nicole Myers
Amanda Dawn Neff
†*** Juliana Maria O’Reilly
Kristen Shea Ranson
†* Kenzie Nicole Rosenlieb
*** Bianca St. Georges
Chase Andrew Stevens
Taylor Ann Tallman
*** Ronni Lynn Taylor
Corrine Ullom
†* Justin Williams

IMMUNOLOGY AND MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY
Morgan Elizabeth Garrett

Certificate

December 2019

EMERGENCY MEDICINE
Mark Hensley Waddell

* Cum Laude  ** Magna Cum Laude  *** Summa Cum Laude  † University Honors
Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.
Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Doctor of Nursing Practice

August 2019
Angela Dawn Petry

December 2019
Tammi Michelle Clutter

Doctor of Philosophy

August 2019
Diana Leigh Niland

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

August 2019
Bolanle Oluronke Aboaba
Holly Nicole Blankenship
*** Kasey Kay Bolyard
** Danique Bryan
Alanah Faith Calvert
Torrey Danielle Cline
Michaila Breauin Collins
** Justin Tyler Combs
** Emilynn Dale Corbin
** Rachele Sophia Delle Fratte
* Joanna Marie Dempsey
Macyla Rae DeWitt
*** Stephanie Evans
Kyle Mitchell Fidler
Jessica Flesher
** Leah Marie Frazee
** Tori Lynn Fryer
* Melanie Sarah Haber

* Alison Brooke Haught
** Courtney Renee Hreha
** Hayley Marie Jones
Hannah Rose Larry
* Courttni Lee LaRue
** Braden Mancini
*** Kaya Lynn Marple
* Morgan Chrastina Norman
** Michael Andrew Pappas
* Amiah Rose Price
Karen Ann Ross
** Brandon Tyler Sgarves
** Cameron Jeffrey Shumaker
Ashley Nicole Simmons
* Leah Lynn Taylor
*** Luke Edward Velickoff
** Kendra Dawn Watts
** Joshua Marshall Williams

December 2019
** Raheel Alnemer
* Molly Alexis Beaver
* Samantha Caroline Belso
* Megan Virginia Blount
Rashay Nicole Borror
Mollie Jane Cholden
* Kaitlyn Marie Conk
Emma Elizabeth Deglmann
Autumn Elizabeth Dishman
* Megan Brianna Estep
* Amanda Christine Genovesi
* Stephanie Helmick
Makailea Jayne Hidalgo
** Alaina Grace Jones
** Hannah Lauren Kidwell
Caitlin Brooke Kuhn
* Raven Kristen Lash
Kristin Loeffelbein

* Cum Laude
** Magna Cum Laude
*** Summa Cum Laude
† University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded.

Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Bachelor of Science in Nursing (continued)

Matthew Lowther
Mitchell Robert McCourt
* Shannon Ro McDonald
* Shannon Brooke McGuinness

†*** Helen Rachel Melnick
  Chantry Lynn Michael
  McKenna Yvonne Miles
  Stephanie Mungudi Mukumbu
* Mia Jeanelle Nordon
  Allyson Michelle O’Connell
* Shelby Brenna Payne
  Afton Petrovay
* Haley Alexis Shreve
* Glenn Jay Stewart-Taylor
* Abby Marie Swartz
* Brenna Ashlin Turner
* Alexandra Malin Walsh
* Samantha Leigh Wermers

Bachelor of Science in Nursing - RN

August 2019
** Carly Luray Andrews
** Sara Elizabeth Arbogast
  Ariana Berg
  Amie Marie Blank
** Kaitlin Nichole Christian
** Melissa Marie Coleman
  Jasmine Ivana Duncan
* Jessica Maradei Fortney
  Alana Gail Haggerty
* Brandi Lyn Harper
  Jeffrey Lyndon Hobbs Jr.
** Chelsea Louise Jacobs
  Megan Nichole Johnson
  Sydney Conner Jones
  Caroline Ruth Lawhead
  Susan Carole Lewis
  Caleb Jonathon McDonald
  Candice Miller

* Maddison Theresa Miska
** Sara Beth Mitchell
*** Claudia Louise Pryor
  Jennifer Lindsay Richardson
** Christopher Madison Riffe
  Nolan Sankoff
  Cynthia Dawn Saville
*** Laura Louise Schmidle
  Rachel Annette Shimko
** Alisha Marie Stover
  Norma Jean Stuckey
** Halie Brooke Swick
  Callie Tierney
  Jessica Hays Treadway
*** Andrea Lane VanMeter
  Rachel Ann Veltri
  Shannon Ashley Wiley

December 2019
*** Jessica Lynne Adam
  Jamee Lynn Dalrymple
  Samantha Anna Dellorso
  Reba Violet Harward
  Christopher Michael Justice II
  Dwayne Leclair
** Jessica Grey Maitland
** Angela Lynn Mason
*** Katie Lynn Morton
  Leah Marie Myers
  Shannon Lynn Helen Parker
  Cassidy Lynn Rush
  Lindsay Renee Seliga
* Tara Lynn Bess Smith
  Nina Marie Snyder
  Trei Ashton Thomas
  Nicholas W Turpen
* Quentin Laytrel Whitecotton
  Clinton Thomas Wooton
Doctor of Philosophy

December 2019
PHARMACEUTICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL SCIENCES
  Tiffany Gertrude Kornberg
  Katherine Adair Roach

Doctor of Pharmacy

August 2019
  Jessica Dawn Booth
  Megan Dawn Collins
  Taweni Msisha
  Lori Diane Neely
Master of Public Health

August 2019
EPIDEMIOLOGY
Hanna Grace Davis

December 2019
OCCUPATIONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES
Jefferey David Goodman

SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
Christi Dione Clark
Jonathan Joseph Stewart

Master of Science

August 2019
SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION
Cody Stephen Casaletta
Faith Rochelle Magnone

December 2019
SCHOOL HEALTH EDUCATION
Gregory Cameron Lelek
Bachelor of Science

August 2019

PUBLIC HEALTH
Brenna Mary Heffernan
Allison Ellen Peroni
Miriam Esther Rosenberg

December 2019

PUBLIC HEALTH
Rachael Ellen Baker
Areti Eleftheria Bakolas
Kenzie Durea Blasinsky
Samantha Elizabeth Bradley
Michelle Irene Brownlee
Julie Lindy Carey
Kaela Lyn Denno
Hannah Elizabeth Glaven
Amber Rene Gossett-Bailey
Hannah Catherine Griffith
Mitchell Watts Gulan
Samantha Dawn Hoopengarner

McKenzie Sara Brook Kemp
Emma Margaret Larson
Jamie Marie Long
Rachel Raye Maier
Jessica Nicole Messenger
Nicole Marie Morgan
Sharae Monique Palmer
Catherine Sophia Polanco
Carley Jae Pysher
Chase Robbins
Cassie Lynn Smith
Brittany Ti-esh Smith
Marloes Anika Zieren

Certificate

August 2019

APPLIED BIOSTATISTICS
Marshall Alan Naimo Jr.

* Cum Laude       ** Magna Cum Laude       *** Summa Cum Laude       † University Honors

Names listed in this program are taken from applications for graduation made to the WVU Office of the University Registrar. This document is not an official record of degrees awarded. Honors listed in this program are based upon the next-to-last term of enrollment and are not official until all academic work has been certified by the WVU Office of the University Registrar.
Congratulations from the WVU Alumni Association

Congratulations Graduates!

You did it. After years of hard work and dedication, you’ve earned your degree from West Virginia University. On behalf of the WVU Alumni Association, I applaud you for reaching this significant milestone.

You will soon learn that your West Virginia University experience does not end at graduation; a part of your alma mater will always be with you. When you see a flying WV on a car in a parking lot or when you pass someone wearing a WVU hat in the airport, you will feel that pride of being a part of something bigger. You are a Mountaineer for life.

As you embark on the next phase of your life, know that you are not alone. You are now a part of a growing network of more than 200,000 Mountaineers across the globe, and I assure you that wherever your country roads may lead you next, your alumni family will be there.

To help you stay connected, we are providing you with a complimentary year of membership to the WVU Alumni Association as a graduation gift to you. I encourage you to join your local alumni chapter, engage with fellow Mountaineers on WVU Connect (wvuconnect.com), and take advantage of our valuable services and communications that will continue your connection with West Virginia University. You can learn more about your year of free membership to the WVU Alumni Association and how we serve you by visiting alumni.wvu.edu.

I am proud of you and your fellow graduates, and I am eager to help you remain connected with our alma mater.

In Mountaineer Spirit,

Sean Frisbee, ’89
President and CEO, WVU Alumni Association
Vice President of Alumni Relations, West Virginia University

Visit alumni.wvu.edu for information about us. To make the most of your complimentary year of membership, download the WVU Alumni App today.
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